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We do not imply that the " Studies" were expressly intended to be brought "before the forum of frying-pans and coffee-pots;" but wecannot help thinking, with Gutzkow, that they certainly had in view " the entertainment of the domestic hearthat any rate, this wellknown writer has noticed Dr. Buchner's work in his popular journal for that purpose.* 2STow, we can readily imagine much of Dr. Buchner's exposition to take by surprise a large body of the German people; and, if it accepts his opinions as well as his facts, no wonder that a condition was thought likely to be produced against which the pens of many literary men and others have protested. Hence the wide reception, as well as the severe criticism, of the work on 'Force and Matter.' It may create surprise in some of our readers to find us thus speak of " a large body of the German people," but let them peruse the following extract from the late work of Mr. Bucklet (a work, by the bye, all of whose opinions we are by no means ready to indorse), and they will have a clue to the difficulty:
" There is no nation in Europe in -which we find so wide an interval between the highest minds and the lowest minds. The German philosophers possess a learning and a reach of thought which places them at the head of the civilized world. The German people are more superstitious, more prejudiced, and, notwithstanding the care the Government takes of their education, more really ignorant, and more unfit to guide themselves, than are the inhabitants either of Trance or England. This separation and divergence of the two classes is the natural result of that artificial stimulus which a century ago was administered to one of the classes, and which thus disturbed the normal proportions of society. Owing to this, the highest intellects have in Germany so outstripped the general progress of the nation, that there is no sympathy between the two parties, nor are there at present any means by which they may be brought intocontact. Their great authors address themselves not to their country, but to each other. They are sure of a select and learned audience, and they use what in reality is a learned language; they turn their mother tongue into a dialect eloquent indeed and very powerful, but so difficult, so subtle, and so full of complicated inversions, that to their own lower classes it is utterly incomprehensible. Erom this there has arisen some of the most marked peculiarities of German literature; for, being deprived of ordinary readers, it is cut off from the influence of ordinary prejudice, and hence it has displayed a boldness of inquiry, a recklessness in the pursuit of truth, and a disregard of traditiouaL opinions, which entitle it to the highest praise."% writer, not only in defence of himself but in attacking others. Dr. Biichner was led to the production of his work, he tells us, from being convinced that the time had arrived when empiricism must banish " every form of supra-naturalism and idealism from participating in the explanation of natural occurrences," and that it must be seen "nature and experience are the pass-words of the time;" or, "as Virchow says, ' we must take things as they really are, and not as we think them to be.'" The ultimate victory of the " real-philosophy" over its rival is undoubted; " Theologians as well as philosophers are vituperated by our author, and held in the most thorough contempt, the only thing he will hear of being?empirical observation, and the collection of scientific data, i.e., derived from matter and its forces. In these he is (or rather, pretends to be) completely locked up, save in so far as he attempts to impugn certain great intellectual and moral doctrines, which, however, were he consistent with his theory, he could not meddle with. Moreover, he does this part of his work so con amore, that one is half inclined to believe that it is chiefly for the attack upon these doctrines that Dr. Blichner set himself to work.
But we assure Dr. Biichner and his disciples that they are wrong upon two important points; first, as to the whole nature of the Jcnowable; secondly, as to the amount and kind of certitude we can obtain as regards an important section (mind and its relations) of knowledge. Their teachings involve the doctrine that man's intellect is to be confined to the observation of material phenomena through the senses, and the application of the logical consciousness or understanding to the interpretation of the forces associated with them. Such only, implies Dr. Biichner, constitutes valid information, such only is trustworthy; from such empiricism alone can spring any cognitions concerning which there is any certitude, and (as undoubtedly implied in the argument) towards the acquirement of which alone the human mind has any tendency. "We cannot in the least," says our author, "make things otherwise than they are." "We must," echoes Virchow, "take things as they really exist." This is all very easy both to say and to do. But when a new "m&tevia\-philosophy" arises, which is to overthrow the old philosophy of the schools now " riding its high, but daily moremeagre, cock-horse," and thus talks, the said old-philosophy, before Si-1 Reviews.
being quite tumbled over " into the lumber-room of the forgotten," (p. 49) that the vesicular nuclei within the lateral lobes of the cerebellum? the corpora dentata?constitute the encephalic site of common sensation, comprising in its modifications " the several impressions essential to the ideas of the hard, the soft, the rough, the smooth, the hot, the cold, the moist, the dry, and so on," as also the power of appreciating " She had never to her knowledge taken a grain of it in any shape, but that she had followed the process she always adopted when she had to describe anything which had not fallen within her own experience. She 
